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II. Types of Contracts
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PART IPART I -- Contract FormationContract Formation

•• ContractContract

–– An agreementAn agreement ––

•• Between two or more personsBetween two or more persons

•• Enforceable at lawEnforceable at law
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•• Enforceable at lawEnforceable at law

–– Parties to contract:Parties to contract:

•• Freedom of contractFreedom of contract

•• Create specific rights and dutiesCreate specific rights and duties

-- Key Elements = valid contractKey Elements = valid contract



Elements of a Valid ContractElements of a Valid Contract

1.1. IntentionIntention -- to create a legal relationshipto create a legal relationship
2.2. OfferOffer
3.3. AcceptanceAcceptance
4.4. ConsiderationConsideration
5.5. Capacity to contractCapacity to contract
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5.5. Capacity to contractCapacity to contract
6.6. LegalityLegality

Requirements must be met forRequirements must be met for
a contract to be enforceablea contract to be enforceable



Elements of a Valid ContractElements of a Valid Contract

Part IIPart II
7. Requirement of writing7. Requirement of writing

–– For certain contractsFor certain contracts

Part IIIPart III
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Part IIIPart III
8. Free of vitiating elements8. Free of vitiating elements

•• MistakeMistake

•• MisrepresentationMisrepresentation

•• Undue influenceUndue influence

•• DuressDuress



1. INTENTION1. INTENTION

•• Meeting of the mindsMeeting of the minds

–– Consensual agreement of the partiesConsensual agreement of the parties

•• To subject and object of the contractTo subject and object of the contract

•• PromisePromise
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•• PromisePromise

–– Party intended to be bound by promise madeParty intended to be bound by promise made

•• Intention is a presumption at lawIntention is a presumption at law



PresumptionsPresumptions

•• Presumptions in contract lawPresumptions in contract law

–– Strangers intend to be bound by promisesStrangers intend to be bound by promises

–– Not family members and close friendsNot family members and close friends

–– Both presumptions can be rebuttedBoth presumptions can be rebutted
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–– Both presumptions can be rebuttedBoth presumptions can be rebutted

•• Invitation to do BusinessInvitation to do Business

–– Advertisements are not offersAdvertisements are not offers

•• Invite offers that seller may accept or rejectInvite offers that seller may accept or reject



2. OFFER2. OFFER

•• Tentative promise subject to a conditionTentative promise subject to a condition

•• Must beMust be communicatedcommunicated to the other party toto the other party to
be acceptedbe accepted

–– Cannot accept an offer you do not know ofCannot accept an offer you do not know of
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–– Cannot accept an offer you do not know ofCannot accept an offer you do not know of

–– Crossed offersCrossed offers –– in the mail do not constitute ain the mail do not constitute a
contractcontract

–– Only person to whom offer is made may accept itOnly person to whom offer is made may accept it



3. ACCEPTANCE3. ACCEPTANCE

•• AA statementstatement oror actact given in response togiven in response to
and in accordance with an offerand in accordance with an offer

•• Must beMust be communicatedcommunicated in the mannerin the manner
requested or implied by the offeror in therequested or implied by the offeror in the
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requested or implied by the offeror in therequested or implied by the offeror in the
offeroffer

–– By words or conductBy words or conduct



Acceptance RulesAcceptance Rules

Offeror is master of their offerOfferor is master of their offer -- dictate formdictate form

•• Verbal acceptanceVerbal acceptance -- either phone or direct speakingeither phone or direct speaking

•• Postal RulePostal Rule -- when letter is placed in the postboxwhen letter is placed in the postbox
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•• Other modesOther modes -- not complete until offeror made awarenot complete until offeror made aware
of acceptanceof acceptance

–– Reaches offerorReaches offeror

–– Acceptance complete when and where receivedAcceptance complete when and where received



Acceptance RulesAcceptance Rules

•• Must be clear and unconditionalMust be clear and unconditional

–– Conditional:=>Counteroffer is a rejection of anConditional:=>Counteroffer is a rejection of an
offer and is a new offeroffer and is a new offer

–– Silence is not acceptance unless preSilence is not acceptance unless pre--existingexisting
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–– Silence is not acceptance unless preSilence is not acceptance unless pre--existingexisting
agreement to this effect existsagreement to this effect exists

•• Exception: party assentedException: party assented

•• Consumer protection reinforces common law rule ofConsumer protection reinforces common law rule of
silence is not acceptancesilence is not acceptance



Acceptance RulesAcceptance Rules

•• If a method of acceptance is stated then offereeIf a method of acceptance is stated then offeree
must comply with requirementsmust comply with requirements
–– If only preference for a particular method ofIf only preference for a particular method of

acceptance is stated then:acceptance is stated then:
•• Other mode given, acceptance would only be effective whenOther mode given, acceptance would only be effective when
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•• Other mode given, acceptance would only be effective whenOther mode given, acceptance would only be effective when
it was received by the offerorit was received by the offeror

•• Unilateral OffersUnilateral Offers
–– An offer made to the world at largeAn offer made to the world at large

–– The performance of the act is acceptanceThe performance of the act is acceptance

–– Offeror cannot revoke offer when offeree is in theOfferor cannot revoke offer when offeree is in the
course of performing their partcourse of performing their part



Lapse of an OfferLapse of an Offer

•• LapseLapse

–– Unaccepted offer can be terminated:Unaccepted offer can be terminated:

•• Passage of timePassage of time –– stated or reasonable time,stated or reasonable time,
subject matter and circumstancessubject matter and circumstances
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subject matter and circumstancessubject matter and circumstances

•• CounterofferCounteroffer

•• Death of a partyDeath of a party

•• RejectionRejection -- offer cannot be accepted lateroffer cannot be accepted later
unless the original offer is revivedunless the original offer is revived



Revocation of an OfferRevocation of an Offer

•• Termination of an offer:Termination of an offer:

–– By notice communicated to the offeree beforeBy notice communicated to the offeree before
acceptanceacceptance

–– Unless there is an optionUnless there is an option
•• Separate promise to keep an offer open for a period of time,Separate promise to keep an offer open for a period of time,
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•• Separate promise to keep an offer open for a period of time,Separate promise to keep an offer open for a period of time,
requires consideration or signed under sealrequires consideration or signed under seal

–– Must be communicated to the offereeMust be communicated to the offeree
•• In any formIn any form

–– Can be communicated through someone else (indirect)Can be communicated through someone else (indirect)

–– Must prove offeree had notice indirectly from a reliable sourceMust prove offeree had notice indirectly from a reliable source



4. CONSIDERATION4. CONSIDERATION

•• SomethingSomething::
–– Has value in the eyes of the lawHas value in the eyes of the law

–– What a party gets in return for their promiseWhat a party gets in return for their promise
•• A benefit or a detrimentA benefit or a detriment
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–– MoneyMoney

–– ServicesServices

–– Promise not to do somethingPromise not to do something

–– Relinquishment of a rightRelinquishment of a right

–– Delivery of propertyDelivery of property

–– Promise for a promisePromise for a promise

•• Generally, No consideration = No contractGenerally, No consideration = No contract



Gratuitous PromiseGratuitous Promise

•• A promise without considerationA promise without consideration
–– Not enforceable under lawNot enforceable under law

•• Exceptions:Exceptions:
–– Gratuitous servicesGratuitous services
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–– Gratuitous servicesGratuitous services
•• Must be performed with care and skillMust be performed with care and skill

–– Negligence still appliesNegligence still applies –– sue in tort not contractsue in tort not contract

–– Negotiable InstrumentsNegotiable Instruments
•• Still liable on a cheque or note and to subsequentStill liable on a cheque or note and to subsequent

endorsers even though no consideration existsendorsers even though no consideration exists



ExceptionsExceptions

•• Charitable DonationsCharitable Donations

–– Most are gratuitous promisesMost are gratuitous promises

–– May be enforceable promise if charity canMay be enforceable promise if charity can
show a specific project undertaken onshow a specific project undertaken on
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show a specific project undertaken onshow a specific project undertaken on
strength of a donor’s pledgestrength of a donor’s pledge

•• Needs to be a substantial portionNeeds to be a substantial portion

•• Not enforceable if not significant donationNot enforceable if not significant donation



Seal as ConsiderationSeal as Consideration

•• SealSeal

–– A formal mode of expressing the intention toA formal mode of expressing the intention to
be bound by a written promise or agreementbe bound by a written promise or agreement

–– A major exception to the rule of considerationA major exception to the rule of consideration
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–– A major exception to the rule of considerationA major exception to the rule of consideration

–– The deliberate act of placing a seal on aThe deliberate act of placing a seal on a
document is intention to be bounddocument is intention to be bound

–– Contract under seal requires no considerationContract under seal requires no consideration



Adequacy of ConsiderationAdequacy of Consideration

•• General RuleGeneral Rule

–– Courts not concerned about the adequacy ofCourts not concerned about the adequacy of
considerationconsideration

–– Exception: if the promise was made under unusualException: if the promise was made under unusual
circumstancescircumstances
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circumstancescircumstances
•• One cannot snap up an offerOne cannot snap up an offer

•• Inadvertent typos (rule of rectification)Inadvertent typos (rule of rectification)

–– Consideration must be legalConsideration must be legal
•• Cannot be illegal or a violation of public policy or StatutesCannot be illegal or a violation of public policy or Statutes



Past ConsiderationPast Consideration

•• Past consideration is no considerationPast consideration is no consideration
–– Must be given before contract entered into, not afterMust be given before contract entered into, not after

–– Cannot be something the person received beforeCannot be something the person received before
promise is madepromise is made

–– Cannot be something a person is already entitled toCannot be something a person is already entitled to
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–– Cannot be something a person is already entitled toCannot be something a person is already entitled to
receive at law or under a present contractreceive at law or under a present contract

•• New contract requires new considerationNew contract requires new consideration



Consideration RemediesConsideration Remedies

•• Quantum MeruitQuantum Meruit

–– DefinitionDefinition -- “as much as he has earned”“as much as he has earned”

–– QuasiQuasi--contractual remedy that permits acontractual remedy that permits a
person to recover a reasonable price forperson to recover a reasonable price for
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person to recover a reasonable price forperson to recover a reasonable price for
services and/or materials where no priceservices and/or materials where no price
established when the request madeestablished when the request made

•• Court decides on price based on price of similarCourt decides on price based on price of similar
goods or services in the areagoods or services in the area



ConsiderationConsideration

DebtorDebtor--Creditor RelationshipCreditor Relationship

–– Gratuitous promiseGratuitous promise -- reduction of a debtreduction of a debt

•• Creditors agree to accept less than what is owedCreditors agree to accept less than what is owed
–– New promise requires new considerationNew promise requires new consideration
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–– New promise requires new considerationNew promise requires new consideration

•• Exceptions to this rule exists for businessExceptions to this rule exists for business
efficiencyefficiency

–– Sign under sealSign under seal

–– Acceptance of something other than moneyAcceptance of something other than money

–– Pay before the due datePay before the due date

–– Third party makes the paymentThird party makes the payment



ConsiderationConsideration

Equitable/PromissoryEquitable/Promissory EstoppelEstoppel

–– A person may not deny the truth of aA person may not deny the truth of a
statement of fact made by him or her whenstatement of fact made by him or her when
another person has relied and acted upon itanother person has relied and acted upon it
•• Promise enforceable without considerationPromise enforceable without consideration
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•• Promise enforceable without considerationPromise enforceable without consideration

•• Only used as a defense, not an actionOnly used as a defense, not an action

•• Prevents retraction of promise if:Prevents retraction of promise if:
1.1. Promise relates to an existing legal relationshipPromise relates to an existing legal relationship

2.2. Expression of a fact as being trueExpression of a fact as being true

3.3. Reliance on statement by other partyReliance on statement by other party

4.4. Reliance is a detriment to the other partyReliance is a detriment to the other party



5. CAPACITY5. CAPACITY

CapacityCapacity -- thethe ability to enter into a contractability to enter into a contract

•• Not all persons can enter into contractsNot all persons can enter into contracts

•• Law protects those who may lack the ability toLaw protects those who may lack the ability to
appreciate the nature of their actsappreciate the nature of their acts
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–– MinorsMinors

–– Drunken and Insane PersonsDrunken and Insane Persons

–– CorporationsCorporations

–– LabourLabour unionsunions

–– Bankrupt personsBankrupt persons

–– Illegal AgreementsIllegal Agreements

–– Legality at Common LawLegality at Common Law



Minor/InfantMinor/Infant

•• Not reached the age of majorityNot reached the age of majority

•• Public policyPublic policy -- minors should not beminors should not be
bound by their promisesbound by their promises

•• Contract is enforceable by the minor butContract is enforceable by the minor but
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•• Contract is enforceable by the minor butContract is enforceable by the minor but
not against the minornot against the minor

•• Voidable at the option of the minorVoidable at the option of the minor

Exceptions: Minors Liable for:Exceptions: Minors Liable for:

1.1. Contracts for NecessariesContracts for Necessaries

2.2. BeneficialBeneficial ContractsContracts



Minor’s Right of RepudiationMinor’s Right of Repudiation

•• Test: Is the contract an:Test: Is the contract an:
 Executed ContactExecuted Contact –– may be enforceablemay be enforceable
 ExecutoryExecutory –– may not be enforceablemay not be enforceable
Fraudulent Misrepresentation as to AgeFraudulent Misrepresentation as to Age
–– If misrepresented then may be able to repudiateIf misrepresented then may be able to repudiate
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–– If misrepresented then may be able to repudiateIf misrepresented then may be able to repudiate

•• Statutory ProtectionStatutory Protection -- generallygenerally
–– Ratification must be in writingRatification must be in writing
–– NonNon--necessaries/debt contractsnecessaries/debt contracts -- “absolutely void”“absolutely void”

•• Minors Engaged in BusinessMinors Engaged in Business
–– At Age of majorityAt Age of majority -- repudiate or implied ratificationrepudiate or implied ratification
–– PartnershipPartnership -- not liable for debts of partnershipnot liable for debts of partnership

incurred as a minorincurred as a minor



Drunken and Insane PersonsDrunken and Insane Persons

•• Mentally DisabledMentally Disabled

–– If committedIf committed –– cannot incur any liabilitycannot incur any liability
(contract is void)(contract is void)

•• Temporary Mental ImpairmentTemporary Mental Impairment
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•• Temporary Mental ImpairmentTemporary Mental Impairment

–– Physical or mental damagePhysical or mental damage

–– Result of drugs or alcoholResult of drugs or alcohol



Mental ImpairmentMental Impairment

•• Bound in contracts for necessariesBound in contracts for necessaries

•• Not bound for nonNot bound for non--necessariesnecessaries

–– Voidable at impaired persons option if:Voidable at impaired persons option if:

•• Can establish was in such a condition when theCan establish was in such a condition when the
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•• Can establish was in such a condition when theCan establish was in such a condition when the
contract was entered intocontract was entered into

•• Other party was aware of the condition when theOther party was aware of the condition when the
contract was entered intocontract was entered into

•• Contract repudiated immediately after reachingContract repudiated immediately after reaching
capacity or else will be implied ratificationcapacity or else will be implied ratification



CorporationsCorporations

•• Regular CorporationsRegular Corporations
•• Same powers as a natural personSame powers as a natural person
•• Limitations internal bylaws (articles of incorporation) notLimitations internal bylaws (articles of incorporation) not

public knowledgepublic knowledge

•• Special Act CorporationsSpecial Act Corporations
•• Powers controlled by special actPowers controlled by special act
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•• Powers controlled by special actPowers controlled by special act
•• Limitations public knowledge because in a statuteLimitations public knowledge because in a statute

•• Ultra ViresUltra Vires -- act that is beyond the legal authorityact that is beyond the legal authority
–– Regular CorporationsRegular Corporations

•• Bound by contracts that are ultra viresBound by contracts that are ultra vires

–– Special Act CorporationsSpecial Act Corporations
•• Not bound by contracts that are ultra viresNot bound by contracts that are ultra vires



Other EntitiesOther Entities

•• Labour UnionsLabour Unions

–– UnderUnder labourlabour legislation can enter intolegislation can enter into
collective agreements which normally wouldcollective agreements which normally would
be unenforceablebe unenforceable
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be unenforceablebe unenforceable

•• Bankrupt PersonsBankrupt Persons

–– Limited capacity to contractLimited capacity to contract

•• Only for necessaries until dischargedOnly for necessaries until discharged



6. Legality6. Legality

•• Legality Requirement:Legality Requirement:

–– Contracts unenforceable ifContracts unenforceable if
•• Offend public goodOffend public good

•• Purpose is illegalPurpose is illegal

•• Some contracts rendered voidable if the parties did notSome contracts rendered voidable if the parties did not
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•• Some contracts rendered voidable if the parties did notSome contracts rendered voidable if the parties did not
comply with statute or public policycomply with statute or public policy

–– Illegal contractsIllegal contracts
•• Agreement to commit a crime (rob, assault, abduct, murder,Agreement to commit a crime (rob, assault, abduct, murder,

steal goods, or prohibited by the Criminal Code)steal goods, or prohibited by the Criminal Code)

•• EmbezzlementEmbezzlement –– when crime discovered, a contract bywhen crime discovered, a contract by
employee of restitution in return for not reporting is againstemployee of restitution in return for not reporting is against
public policypublic policy



LegalityLegality -- Statute LawStatute Law

•• Competition ActCompetition Act
–– Restraint of CompetitionRestraint of Competition -- unenforceableunenforceable

•• Act covers a number of business practices contrary to publicAct covers a number of business practices contrary to public
policypolicy

•• Administrative ActsAdministrative Acts
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•• Administrative ActsAdministrative Acts
–– Workers Compensation, land use planning, wageringWorkers Compensation, land use planning, wagering

lawslaws -- violation void and unenforceableviolation void and unenforceable

•• Insurance PoliciesInsurance Policies
–– Wagers (bets) are unenforceable, general ruleWagers (bets) are unenforceable, general rule

–– ExceptionException -- insurance contracts (life)insurance contracts (life)
•• Requirement: an insurable interestRequirement: an insurable interest



LegalityLegality -- Statute LawStatute Law

•• Unlicensed PersonsUnlicensed Persons

–– Purpose is protection of the publicPurpose is protection of the public

–– Contracts with unlicensed trades orContracts with unlicensed trades or
professions is illegalprofessions is illegal
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professions is illegalprofessions is illegal

–– Must still pay for goods supplied but not forMust still pay for goods supplied but not for
services renderedservices rendered

–– Only voidable at option of party who is not theOnly voidable at option of party who is not the
tradesperson or professionaltradesperson or professional



Legality at Common LawLegality at Common Law

•• Public PolicyPublic Policy

–– Courts unwillingness to enforce rights that areCourts unwillingness to enforce rights that are
contrary to the general interests of the publiccontrary to the general interests of the public

•• ExamplesExamples
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•• ExamplesExamples
–– Obstruct justice, injure public service, injure the state,Obstruct justice, injure public service, injure the state,

stifle prosecutionstifle prosecution

–– Contracts for the commission of a tort, immoral actsContracts for the commission of a tort, immoral acts

–– Exorbitant interests ratesExorbitant interests rates

–– Some are merely unenforceable whereas others areSome are merely unenforceable whereas others are
unenforceable and illegalunenforceable and illegal



Contracts in Restraint of TradeContracts in Restraint of Trade

Three Categories:Three Categories:

1.1. Agreements contrary to the Competition ActAgreements contrary to the Competition Act

2.2. Non competition agreements with theNon competition agreements with the
purchase and sale of a businesspurchase and sale of a business
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purchase and sale of a businesspurchase and sale of a business

3.3. Non competition agreements in employmentNon competition agreements in employment
contractscontracts

–– Last 2 dealt with under public policyLast 2 dealt with under public policy



Sale of a BusinessSale of a Business

Restrictive Covenant:Restrictive Covenant:

–– A contractual clause limiting future behaviorA contractual clause limiting future behavior

–– Prima facie void as a restraint of tradePrima facie void as a restraint of trade

–– Allowed if the restriction is reasonable as to:Allowed if the restriction is reasonable as to:
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–– Allowed if the restriction is reasonable as to:Allowed if the restriction is reasonable as to:

1.1. TimeTime

2.2. Business restrictedBusiness restricted

3.3. Geographical areaGeographical area



Employment AgreementsEmployment Agreements

•• Non Competition Clauses:Non Competition Clauses:
–– Not enforceable unless serious injury to an employerNot enforceable unless serious injury to an employer

can be clearly demonstratedcan be clearly demonstrated

•• Confidentiality:Confidentiality:
–– Enforceable more often than nonEnforceable more often than non--competition clausescompetition clauses
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–– Enforceable more often than nonEnforceable more often than non--competition clausescompetition clauses
•• Based on duties of employee in the employment relationshipBased on duties of employee in the employment relationship

not upon a restraint in tradenot upon a restraint in trade

•• Public Interests:Public Interests:
–– Restrictive covenant against employees who provideRestrictive covenant against employees who provide

an essential service may not be enforceable if wouldan essential service may not be enforceable if would
result in injury to the publicresult in injury to the public



PART II. TYPES OF CONTRACTSPART II. TYPES OF CONTRACTS
7. Requirement of Writing7. Requirement of Writing

•• Formal and Simple ContractsFormal and Simple Contracts
•• The Statute of Frauds:The Statute of Frauds:

•• ContractsContracts -- Executors and Administrators, Guarantees,Executors and Administrators, Guarantees,
assumed liability torts, and an interest in landassumed liability torts, and an interest in land

•• Requirements for the Written Memo:Requirements for the Written Memo:
•• Parol evidenceParol evidence
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•• Parol evidenceParol evidence
•• Condition precedentCondition precedent
•• Implied termsImplied terms
•• Collateral agreementsCollateral agreements
•• Subsequent agreementsSubsequent agreements

•• Reduction to WritingReduction to Writing -- MOUMOU
•• Sale of Goods ActSale of Goods Act



Formal and Simple ContractsFormal and Simple Contracts

Two General Classes of Contracts:Two General Classes of Contracts:
1.1. Formal (derives its validity from its form)Formal (derives its validity from its form)

•• Not commonNot common

2.2. Informal (simple) (most common)Informal (simple) (most common)
•• ImpliedImplied

•• OralOral
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•• OralOral

•• WrittenWritten

Example of a formal contractExample of a formal contract -- Power of AttorneyPower of Attorney

A legal document usually signed under seal in which aA legal document usually signed under seal in which a
person appoints another to act as his or her attorney toperson appoints another to act as his or her attorney to
carry out the contractual or legal acts specified in thecarry out the contractual or legal acts specified in the
documentdocument



Statute of FraudsStatute of Frauds

•• Certain contracts have to be in writing toCertain contracts have to be in writing to
be enforceablebe enforceable

•• Still valid and existing contracts for other purposesStill valid and existing contracts for other purposes
(not void or prohibited)(not void or prohibited)
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–– Contracts by Executors and AdministratorsContracts by Executors and Administrators

–– GuaranteesGuarantees

–– Assumed liability for a tortAssumed liability for a tort

–– Contracts concerning an interest in landContracts concerning an interest in land



Land ContractsLand Contracts

Doctrine Part Performance:Doctrine Part Performance:

•• Permits the courts to enforce an unwrittenPermits the courts to enforce an unwritten
land contract:land contract:

1.1. Acts performed relate to land in questionActs performed relate to land in question
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1.1. Acts performed relate to land in questionActs performed relate to land in question

2.2. Lack of a written memo would perpetuate a fraudLack of a written memo would perpetuate a fraud
and a hardship on the personand a hardship on the person

3.3. Agreement must relate to an interest in landAgreement must relate to an interest in land

4.4. Agreement must be valid and enforceable apartAgreement must be valid and enforceable apart
from the requirement of writing and verbalfrom the requirement of writing and verbal
evidence must be available to establish theevidence must be available to establish the
existence of the agreementexistence of the agreement



Written MemorandumWritten Memorandum

Requirements:Requirements:

•• Need not be in a formal documentNeed not be in a formal document

•• Need all terms of contractNeed all terms of contract
–– 3 P’s: parties, property, price3 P’s: parties, property, price
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–– 3 P’s: parties, property, price3 P’s: parties, property, price

•• Can be an exchange of lettersCan be an exchange of letters
–– 2 letters together can constitute an agreement2 letters together can constitute an agreement

in writingin writing

•• Must be signed by the party against whomMust be signed by the party against whom
it is being enforcedit is being enforced



Parol Evidence RuleParol Evidence Rule

Rule:Rule:
–– Evidence cannot add to or contradict contractEvidence cannot add to or contradict contract

termsterms

–– Only evidence to prove terms of a contractOnly evidence to prove terms of a contract
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Exceptions:Exceptions:
•• Condition PrecedentCondition Precedent

•• Doctrine of Implied TermDoctrine of Implied Term

•• Collateral AgreementCollateral Agreement

•• Common FactorCommon Factor

•• Subsequent AgreementSubsequent Agreement



MOUMOU -- Reduction to WritingReduction to Writing

•• Negotiations:Negotiations:

–– Issue of when a contract agreed to orallyIssue of when a contract agreed to orally
becomes enforceable if it is never reduced tobecomes enforceable if it is never reduced to
writingwriting
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writingwriting

–– Issue of interim enforceability between time ofIssue of interim enforceability between time of
oral agreement and being put into writingoral agreement and being put into writing



Sale of Goods ActSale of Goods Act

•• Writing Requirement:Writing Requirement:

–– Certain transactions over a certain value if notCertain transactions over a certain value if not
in writing are unenforceablein writing are unenforceable

–– Methods of enforcement (without writtenMethods of enforcement (without written
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–– Methods of enforcement (without writtenMethods of enforcement (without written
requirement)requirement)

•• Payment of a depositPayment of a deposit

•• Acceptance of delivery of part of the goodsAcceptance of delivery of part of the goods

•• Giving of something “in earnest” (like a tradeGiving of something “in earnest” (like a trade--in)in)


